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Profiling sonars provide an accurate cross-sectional profile of the seabed surface which highlights 
any structural differences and objects on the seafloor. Typically, profiling sonars will be used for 
cross sectional profiling in pipeline and trench survey, precision positioning of mattresses and rock 
dumping, storage tank survey and the underwater survey of manmade structures including road 
and rail bridge foundations. 

Profiling sonars are horizontally mounted on an ROV or survey vessel, pointing the transducer 
vertically downwards towards the seabed. They are usually in pairs, fixed to the port and starboard 
sides of the ROV or survey vessel. Profilers operate by rotating a transducer attached to a stepper 
motor through a number of angular ping positions within a defined scan width. Between successive 
ping positions there is a fixed step angle which is dependent on the resolution setting of the Profiler 
head. Typical resolution settings for Tritech Profiling Sonars are approx: 'Low' = 1.8 degrees, 'Med' 
= 1.35 degrees, 'High' = 0.9 degrees and 'Ult' = 0.45 degrees. Reducing the fixed step angle size 
will improve image resolution but increase overall scan time as the Profiler will take more data 
samples during the scan. 

Once at the ping position, the Profiler sends a narrow conical-shaped acoustic beam of energy 
toward the seabed. Some of this acoustic energy is reflected back to the Profiler and the travel 
time of the acoustic pulses are recorded together with amplitude information. Once the ping is 
complete, timing out at the time equivalent of the range scale setting, the profiling sonar will send 
the peak echo return to a topside console for interpretation and display. Only the travel time is sent 
along with the transducer bearing; this is the only information that is required in order to plot a 
Cartesian point on the surface display. The profiling sonar can be configured to send either the 
peak echo that is detected within the range scale setting OR the first echo return that is measured 
over a detect threshold level. For the latter setting, this will improve scan times since when the 
profiler receives this first echo return, it will ignore all further echo returns, move to the next ping 
position and commence with the next acoustic ping immediately. This will result in a time saving 
with not having to sample echoes for the remainder of the range scale setting. 

 

There can be one or more profiler heads used in a Tritech system. The profiler heads can be run in 
Single or Dual Head modes. A dual head profiler system will have two individual profiling sonar 
heads connected, one as a Master profiler and one as a Slave profiler. A synchronisation link is 
setup between a dual head profiler pair. When the profiler pair is linked, the Master profiler is 
responsible for taking control of the profiler pair and establishing Scan and Ping synchronisation. 
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When the profiler pair is operating in 'Scan Sync' mode, both Master and Slave Profiler heads will 
start scanning at the same time. When the profiler pair operates in 'Ping Sync' mode, the Master 
and Slave profiler heads will ping alternately. This is to ensure there is no cross interference when 
the scan paths of both profiler heads meet. There is also the option to set the Slave profiler head to 
mirror the Master profiler. This has two purposes. Firstly, the Scan Direction (Scan Right ...etc) of 
the Slave profiler will be opposite to that of the Master profiler. Secondly, when adjusting the centre 
scan direction of the Master profiler, the Slave profiler centre scan direction will be adjusted in the 
opposite direction. Both profiler heads in a dual head profiler system can still be run in single head 
mode if required. 

 

A profiling sonar head can continuously or part-scan the full 360-degree sector in either direction. 
There are typically three scan direction settings for a profiler; Scan Right, Scan Left and Alternate 
Scan. The Scan Right and Scan Left options will cause the profiler transducer to scan from a Left 
Limit to Right Limit (Scan Right) or vice-versa (Scan Left). At the end of each scan the profiler 
transducer has to fly back to its starting position which for example is the transducer Left Limit in 

the case of Scan Right. There is no flyback overhead time 
when using the Alternate Scan option. The transducer will 
scan Left Limit (LL) to Right Limit (RL) for 1st scan, RL to LL 
for 2nd scan, LL to RL for 3rd scan and so on. This will 
produce faster scan times overall. 

Underwater, sound transmission is limited. This is most 
notable in useable ranges. The usable range of high 
frequency sound energy is greatly reduced by seawater, 
typically to around 50 to 100 metres. Low frequency sound 
energy is reduced at a much lesser rate with usable ranges of 
in excess of 200 metres achievable. Therefore, a tradeoff 
exists between higher resolution images produced by a high 
frequency profiling sonar and the longer range provided by a 
low frequency profiling sonar. Tritech offers a solution to this 

problem by providing the Tritech Super SeaKing DFP Profiler, a dual frequency profiling sonar 
which contains two transducers providing operating frequencies of 600kHz or 1100kHz, giving 
ranges of up to 80m, in a single housing. The lower frequency operation is extremely useful for 
long range target recognition. The higher frequency is then used for short range, high definition 
work. 

http://www.tritech.co.uk/products/products-super_seaking_profiler.htm

